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Definitions 

ASP.NET – Active Server Pages within the .NET framework 

HTML – Hypertext Markup Language 

LINQ – Language-Integrated Query 

XML – Extensible Markup Language
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Overview 

The purpose of this lab assignment is to create a .NET core application with identity 

management to display specific content based on a user role. In addition to this the application 

will require the following: 

Using the same solution, create a CORE application that meets the following 

requirements: 

• Create a Core Web Application and a login form on the main page. 

• Implement user authentication, so only certain users will be able to access the 

following pages that share a common menu at the top of the page. 

• Create a page called products that lists all the products, grouped by the type 

field, from the SQLite products table that was used in week 4. 

• Create a page called locations that displays all the stores from the XML file used 

in week 5. 

• Create a page called mailing lists that loops through the files in the mailing list 

directory and outputs the users information used in week 6. 

• Create a page called quotes that provides a downloadable list of all the quotes 

generated in week 8. 

• Create a page called users that displays the user's names from the users.xml file 

generated in week 9. 
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Scenario 

This application system is built for a computer store. The store specializes in pre-built 

and customized-to-order computers, in addition to computer accessories. It is comprised of 

three different applications: 

• .NET Framework console application for employees to view recent customized computer 

orders, add customers to a mailing list, and create a customized computer quote. 

• .NET Framework web application for customers to view available product categories, a list 

of available desktop computers, a list of available products (laptops, tablets, and 

accessories) from a database, and store locations. 

• A comprehensive .NET Core web application that will display the products, locations, 

mailing lists, quotes, and users. 

  

Figure 1 Website homepage. 
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Application Mock-up 

This application is designed with ASP .NET 6.0 for the website, .NET Framework 4.8 for 

the console application, and has a shared class library for the computer store resources that is 

targeted for .NET Standard 2.0. The files generated by both the website and console application 

can be viewed by each other. As new files are generated they are able to be loaded by the 

respective applications independently as requested by the applications. Utilizing a shared 

component method of programming this application ensures that standards are consistent 

throughout the applications processing, and reduce development time by centralizing efforts 

for feature updates and bug fixes. 

It is also notable to mention that this mock-up was developed using Visual Studio 2022 

(version 17.5.1) with the workloads “ASP.NET and web development”, “.NET desktop 

development”, and “Office/SharePoint development”. Git which is a repository management 

software was also used to document and track changes during the development process. 

ASP.NET Core Web Application 

Site Framework 

The project version used for the website development was “ASP.NET Core Web App 

(Model-View-Controller). This allows for Razor pages to be used for generating the HTML that 

will be sent to the client computers. 

The user whether customer or employee accessing the computer store’s website will 

see the splash screen homepage as shown in Figure 1. 

At the top is a menu that is present on all pages, see Figure 2. This contains a products 

dropdown to group product related pages together (i.e desktops, laptops, tablets, and 
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accessories). The .NET Framework pages are laptops, tablets, accessories. The .NET Core pages 

are locations, mailing list, quotes, and users. These were combined into the ASP.NET 

Framework to all be in the .NET Core website. 

 

Authorized Access  

There are authorized only pages set in this application utilizing the authorize attribute 

made available via the library Microsoft.AspNetCore.Authorization. Within the controllers class 

each action result type method ties together the model and view. This is the area that applying 

the “[Authorize]” attribute is required. This attribute also allows for policy and role properties 

to be set to further restrict who can access the page. For this mock-up there is a public page 

setup and a private without additional roles. To enable this feature it requires development of 

either an XML helper class or simply adding an SQL database. 

 

Figure 3 Example use of the authorize attribute. 

Figure 2 Website menu – products expanded. 
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The authorized only restriction was added to the following pages: Accessories, 

Download, Laptops, Locations, Orders, MailingList, Products, Quotes, Tablets and Users. This 

left the index and policy page open to the public while still being within the home controller. 

For the user to access these pages the application redirects the user with a 

authentication service to the /Account/Login page, see Figure 4. This page will not go away until 

the user has successfully authenticated. If they enter incorrect information the website will 

prompt the user so they can correct their mistake, see Figure 5. 

  

Figure 5 Login page, prompt error. 

Figure 4 Login page. 
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Products 

Desktops 

The desktops page displays all the desktops that can be ordered. 

  

Figure 6 Desktops page. 
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Laptops 

The laptops page shows all laptop products from an SQL file. 

  

Figure 7 Laptop inventory page. 
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Tablets 

The tablet page shows all tablet products from an SQL file. 

  

Figure 8 Tablet inventory page. 
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Accessories 

The accessories page shows all accessory products from an SQL file. 

  

Figure 9 Accessory inventory page. 
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Locations 

The locations page is generated from an XML file called “store_locations.xml”. Razor 

code reads an array set in the program to generate the HTML code. Javascript is then used on 

the client side to allow for filtering the list by the city. This will show only locations with the 

specified city name. The mock-up of this page is as shown in Figure 10. 

  

Figure 10 Locations page. 
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Mailing List 

The mailing list page reads xml files that are generated by the client application. Each 

mailing list type is in a unique xml file. All the customers that have been added to these files are 

then output to the web application page as shown in Figure 11. 

  

Figure 11 Mailing list page. 
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Quotes 

The quotes page reads a folder that contains all the quotes that have been generated by 

the client application. This then feeds the razor code to generate the HTML for the site. This list 

also allows for the user to download the file through the browser with the download file 

clickable text shown in blue, see Figure 12. 

  

Figure 12 Quotes page. 
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Users 

The users page, see Figure 13, displays all the users for the application ecosystem. This 

reads from an XML file called users.xml; which is shared with the client application and is also 

used to store the passwords for the users. While the developer does need to be cautious to not 

display the hashed password, it is more secure than having the password save din playing text. 

Further development would ideally add an attribute class to allow for the password to be used 

within any class that requires it or something with this idea. 

  

Figure 13 Users page. 
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.NET Framework Console Application 

Console Framework 

The console application starts with a prompt defining the application system similarly to 

the web application. The user is prompted to enter their username as shown in Figure 14. Once 

logged in the user is prompted with options to execute different tasks: view customized orders, 

add a customer to the mailing list create a customized computer quote and an option to close 

the application, see Figure 15. This prompt will re-appear until the user execute the close the 

application task. 

Authentication 

This console application implements simple software security by prompting the user for 

a username and password. The password entered is compared to a hashed password that 

corresponds to the username. If successful the user is prompted with “Authentication 

successful. If the password is incorrect the user will be prompted to try again. See Figure 15. 

  

Figure 14 Console launch. 

Figure 15 Console sign in. 
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Customized order 

Customized order, see Figure 16, allows for the user to view existing products available 

to be ordered. This mock-up allows for both simple definitions and itemized computer systems. 

Ideally more options should be added to this task to filter products by specs and price. 

  

Figure 16 Console customized orders. 
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Mailing list 

Mailing list allows for the user to enter information about a customer to add them to a 

category the customer is interest in. This information is saved to an XML file that is unique for 

each category. This information is live to be viewed by the web application. See Figure 17 for an 

example of data entry for adding a new customer to a mailing list. 

  

Figure 17 Console mailing list. 
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Create customized computer quote 

The last option for this mock-up is the ability for the user to create a customized 

computer quote. See Figure 18 for an example user entry process for developing a new quote. 

As you can see once the quote information is successfully entered the user is prompted if they 

would like to view a copy of the quote in the console. 

  

Figure 18 Console generate quote. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, the computer store mock-up application created in this lab assignment is 

a comprehensive .NET Core web application that meets the requirements of displaying specific 

content based on user role. This is used in conjunction with a console application developed 

earlier in the design process. 

The application includes a login form, user authentication, and authorized access pages 

for certain users only. The application comprises of five pages: Products, Locations, Mailing 

Lists, Quotes, and Users. The Products page lists all the products grouped by the type field. The 

Locations page displays all the stores from an XML file. The Mailing Lists page shows the 

customers added to various XML files generated by the console application. The Quotes page 

provides a downloadable list of all the quotes generated by the console application. Lastly, the 

Users page displays the names of the users from an XML file generated by the console 

application. 

The application system is built with ASP .NET 6.0 for the website, .NET Framework 4.8 

for the console application, and has a shared class library for the computer store resources that 

is targeted for .NET Standard 2.0. The mock-up was developed using Visual Studio 2022, and Git 

was used to document and track changes during the development process. Overall, this 

application demonstrates the capabilities of .NET Core and ASP .NET in creating secure and 

efficient web applications. 
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Lessons Learned 

1. Utilizing a shared component approach helps in consistent standards and centralized efforts 

for feature updates and bug fixes, reducing development time. 

2. Git can be used as a repository management software to document and track changes 

during the development process. 

3. ASP.NET Core Web App (Model-View-Controller) allows for Razor pages to be used for 

generating the HTML that will be sent to the client computers. 

4. Implementing user authentication with Microsoft.AspNetCore.Authorization restricts access 

to certain pages for authorized users only. 

5. Error messages can be used to help users correct their mistakes. 
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Appendix A 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Code metrix. 


